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Cursed is the grou11d because of you;
through painful toil vou ll'ill eat of it
all the days of your life.
Ir 1,·ill produce thorns a11d thistles for you,
a11d you ll'ill eat the plants of the field.
By the Sll'eat of your brow
you will eat your food
until you return to the gound,
since from it you were taken;
for dust you are
and to dust you will relllm.
Genesis
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Anne
am
a butterfly poised on the lip,
of a large red poppy, dipping
to drink the deep nectar
sweet, too deep
the flower bends.
Up again, fluttering around,
hesitant, I land again, skillful
wings pulsate to hold up my
own load-sipping.

Feeling the weight, you bow,
beneath the uninvited proboscis.
Your eyes, shining at the sun, take
the sky filled with Ruisdael's clouds.
Heart of gold, red and black with tiny
bits of dust, scattered by rough feet,
cradles dew or nectar and
sometimes, a bee.

I am

You and I,
when we
give up
our
dance
cease
to flit
about,
sinking
into the
waiting
earth
as if
both
of us
were
fresh
water.

also.
learning
written
still, that
I have
talking to
whose steps
you is a waltz

Johnson
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Red Sunday
In the grey afternoon
we breathe the lima bean incense
wafting from a beige aluminum stove.
The tweed weave chair
rubs the under part of my thighs. Elvira
Madigan is playing on an old
radio as we gather round
the table, waiting for the clock
to strike three, and someone's father to
say grace. My fingers tingle,
anticipating moisture from
the next pair of hands. It's Sunday and
with one free hand
I smooth the damp edges of my
cotton print dress.
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Simmons

October Poem
Dogwood and Juniper
leaves, amber, burgundy, trunks entangled
in ivy , cat, Zanny, strange,
Persian, blue-eyed shadow of Zoob
tiny wind chimes, barely chiming, gently
swaying, noise, interspersed, from cars
passing up and down Ochs Highway,
hanging plants, and now the chimes are
ringing wild, an old paint-chipped
cardboard and soft-wood table rattles
with boxes of newspaper, junk-mail , a beer bottle,
coke cans, an old charcoal bag,
two dead plants and
some drippy candles and candle-holders.
I sit next to the hammock on
an old, comfortable, leaning back chair.
Part of knowing everything is remembering
everything. It isn't meaning we lack but
memory.

Simmons
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To Let Go
The mighty struggle of the heart
pitted against truth rages
like a rippled fire engulfing
the embers of faint hopes; turning
to ashes any vestige of former desires.
When the battle ends and truth prevails
against the will, betrayal is realized
and the turning screw buries
deeper in the veins, draining
the strength of the arms.
Only then will healing begin.
Broken and gutted through you are,
you begin to mend. Your bones snapped
and sinews unraveled; you are ready
to be made again.
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Gienapp

J. Baus
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Only the Clock
Only the clock on the wall
Tells us day or night or afternoon
In thi windowless waiting room
Where hour follows hour
Melting into TIME
Time ha no meaning
As waiting seems like
days, not hours.
Only the clock tays the same
In this OTHER world
Where hope soars and crashes
In the same hour,
Where a patient improves or deteriorates
And hopes are up and down
And always changing,
Where different people visit every hour
And the phone rings
Only the clock moves on as
We stay in suspended time
And time has no meaning.
Only the clock doesn't care
That a cri is weighs heavily
On a hundred hearts
And that Life and Death both
Sit in this room ...
Only the clock plods on
Regardless of miracles and whispered prayers.
Only the clock changes
When everything else is the same.
Waiting, always waitingFor what?
For Death of Life to take hold.
Waiting forever but not that long.
Just the same cycle of
Eat some food
Talk a little
Pray always pray, hope, wait.
Walk the hall to Intensive Care,
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Peters

Tiptoe to the Room
Where a man lies, unconscious;
Where the bags of IV Ouid
Drip into the man,
Constantly dripping;
Where everything happens but
Nothing happens.
Then tiptoe out after a time
Back to the windowless room of waiting,
Where time has little meaning and
Where new prayers rise to God.
Then wait.
Eat some food
Talk a little
Pray ...
Greet another visitor
Who comes to pray and see.
And a thousand prayers
Rise up to God for mercy.
Only the clock doesn't know
God is in the room
In the hearts of waiters waiting,
Seen by joy that would be out of place otherwise
And by peace on a face.
Only the clock doesn't reverently pause
In the face of GRIEF;
Only the clock ticks on,
blind to the battle
Of sickness and health
Of hope and despair
Of worry and faith
Of death and life.
And only God hears the unheard wails
And sees the uncried tears.
Only the clock doesn't see that
Death is defeated
Because another of God's sons
Is home now in Heaven.

Peters
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Fall in October
deciduous leaves plummet fiery
to the ground in a gusty wind
like the miniscule lanterns
which nash here and there in
the advancing coat of dusk.
Jack-a-lantern answers to Jacko-lantern despite Lheir carved
crevices void of cerebral
cortexes, while families
fi lied from the evening meal
think pumk.inish thoughts of
trick or treat. Another
Halloween propels people's
propensities to evil
exce sively on this eve of All
Saints Day.

Greek Leaming?
Should Pegasus fail me, should he cany me not
to Olympus' gates ...
Then I' II pray Suttung for a draught,
mix red wine with redder blood
drin.king deeply, gratefully of Kvasir's fate.
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Juodaitis, Larsen

Onset of Uncertainty
Loosing their grasp
leaves slip from branches
and never return to the trees.
Flames rise and spread
burning the dry grass,
blown 'cross a field in the breeze.
Dark clouds roll in,
thunder and clamor.
A storm blocks the sun and sky.
Snow on the cliffs,
suddenly shaken.
Avalanche covers the pines.
Waves swell and foam,
breaking up driftwood
carried along with the tide.
Ancient remains
tumble to pieces,
scattering sand far and wide.

G. Baus
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A November Sentence
Lifeless gra s leans windblown against the earth; stiffon the crisp current the voice of a hollowood flute
closes tightly, wanning my ears,
replacing the cold that pushes through,
surrounding the entire scene
adding late life to the cozy, bundled palette
of an orchard in the wild;
unplanted, unseen, its entrancing texture
of flaking, grey trunks blending in the overcast of the
late November evening
eparated by the remaining summer that waits for the perfect
crimson,
then leans to the earth, flipping on the squalls majestically
lo tap edges against the impatient ones
who formed a bed-blended reds, yellows, and browns
mix together creating a new scent: fresh death
and a controlled flame on the edge of the lately wood
chases a falling cold which carries, with the hardwood flute,
the lyre; a familiar seasonal melody
offering "Holly and Ivy" that I entwine with the trees
and the everlasting moon casts the pristine spirit
that stands tranquil outside the reason of a lone human
presence
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Mountan

The Third Day
Loosing their grasp,
That November morning, we chased whirling leaves,
laughing
She walked in forever Spring.
We caught autumn in our lungs, our warm breaths
gathering with clouds of birds blown South.
She brightened
with effortless song, clear as Craig Pond in August.
When the phone rang, we splintered, silent and separate:
my son to his baby dreams, my daughter to the long shadows
of a season turned cold; me, to the frightened slowmotion tremors from the Pacific Coast, rocking my kitchen
floor through fiber optics.
She became one with that water, diving into the perfect
circle of the sun: whole, as if never broken , standing
inexplicably up, when constellations rise
to Hallelujah Chorus.
The topaz and garnet leaves we gathered to cheer her
flat green San Diego autumn wither, unmailed on the mantel.
Her spent body lies cold and tagged at the morgue,
three days empty.

Crumble
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Dearly, Be Loved
Dearly beloved
Ye , the "beloved" are here: family, friends, friendly neighbors. But
what about the unloved, the jilted? Are they welcome in this sacred rite? What
does "beloved" mean anyway? What kind of love is implied? How about
starting out "Dearly, I love you as a friend?"

ll'e are gathered here in
vehicles of desire for different reasons. Gathered in "love," in duty, in
re pect, in support, as a witness, to eat cake, to fish for a new relationship, to
catch a bouquet, to snag a garter, Lo parade a new outfit, to show off a new
"catch," to pick and choose likes and dislikes for another wedding, or to
hammer nails tn the coffin of a dead relationship.

the sight of God
observe the blindness of love that leads to marriage. Will this
marriage beat the statistics of a ghetto society, where the life expectancy of a
marriage is in the teens? Can it stay strong against the forces that will try to
mug, steel, murder, rape and rage it apart?

to join
two weak strings. To weave them together into a chord, a rope, a
stronger string.

this man
is four years my younger, but does everything better than me. Not
even a man but a boy, a boy who possesses every quality I treasure about
myself. A boy who Jcidnapped the thief that stole my heart and asked for no
ransom. A mugger who cudgels me with my own identity. Who has taken
everything from me: my pride, my uniqueness.

this woman in
the outfit of a blushing bride. A trap made of flesh and blood to catch
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Zinn

the spirit. A woman J cling to tighter a he lip from my grasp. A woman who
stirs my heart fire to warm her loneline s through the nighl, nly lo let it
smolder in ashes when she found her morning sun. Finally she has gotten what
she dreamed of, what he has lusted passionately after for many years.

holy matrimony.

If there is anybody here that k11ows
how this happened, anybody who knows my confusion, who can
answer my questions, anybody who can ease my pain. who can explain why
this is happening, please say something, land up, do anything, just make
your elf known.

a reason why these two should not be joi11ed together
plays hide and seek with me. I can think of no rea on, no go d reason
why they shouldn't spend the rest of their life together. All I have is my
instinct, and it triggers my silent alarm. Somebody must have a reason .

let him
have her. I am Jelling him have her. Unless I say or do someth111g, but
what else could I say that I haven't already said? What else can I do that 1
haven't already done? I am too tired Lo

speak or
contest or fight. She wins. He wins. They both win. 1 wish the best
for her. She has my blessing. May they beat the odds. I hope and pray that she
will.

forever hold his
love. That he will never cease to be captivated by her beauty, both
inside and out. With the birth of his marriage may our dead relationship rest in

peace.

Zinn
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Jog on the mountain
here in pursuit
of
[higher]
[learning]
we wander
down paths of...
in our (un)di cipline
each in our own cloud
or is it wrapped in a shroud?
Dead not to self
(as Christ commands)
dead to each other
pupas wrapt in
intricate
incestuous invocation
to identical identity identification
our task
to disarticulate the mystery
to fly from transfiguration
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Ralston

Thinking, Again, of Job
As the bombs fell again
in Tele Aviv, Bashram, Rihyad, l stood
in my classroom talking about fragmentshow to make them whole- and felt the frightening
absurdity of pressing on with fixing
comma splices, stopping run-ons, while the world
runs headlong over an abyss, like swarm of swine
Jesus commanded the legion to enter.
Th.is world knocks the words out of me, like a
sudden fall, flat to the earth winds a child, who
out of pain cannot cry out. My work, then, is to be here
listening in silence, like on of Job's comforterscomforting at least until the first foolish word
crosses the mouth's threshold. But I pile them like stones
so I can stand on something of my own making, claim
perspective, like singing in the dark: the voice a luminous
beam in an amorphous fearful country, a way of asserting
"I am here" in the face of overwhelming evidence
otherwise. Th.is is not about you; it's about falling down
in a fallen world and falling asleep in a dark room
instead of singing and walking up in the half-light
surprised to find sixteen years since my mother's fall,
two falls since her death I survived. Though I have cursed
God, I did not die. And though she died by her own hand,
her life is not a fist for me to shake in the face of God.
But what is it now? A cipher, a remembered lullaby
sung to my children at night, a travel bag of old letters,
a moonstone ring in a halo of sapphires with one stone
missing ...

Crumble
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J. Baus

Earthen Wo mb
Bury me, Bury me
In your earthen embrace
warmed and cooled
by sun and moss
Let me sink beneath your roots
Dissolve; Decay into you.
Water me, Water me
my seed from the grave
growing up from my decay
until 1 pierce the upper layer of silt
into the air.

Epitaph
Help!
Somebody
Dig me up!
I'm not
Really
Dead!

Zinn, Alexander
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The Farm er
I have seen forty genera lions of chickens,
all wilh Lhe same hard face and fleshy beard,
each creating his own dark comedy.
The smell of Lheir dung sucks Lhrough the plow.

I have married a woman with a hooked back
who carries strawberries in her apron.

J have opened the hogs-it is my disciplinered mud in my boots, greal wet bones.
And I have tied them to a swingset.
sometimes while the heart still Lhumped.
I hear Lhe clock motor and water rushing
in the well when I wake from my nighLmare:
I fall backwards into the green corn,
the young dead, they have children's faces.
They lean in on me, Lhey rub against me,
and Lhere is a soft roar of laughter of the tin.
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Belz

Argument

When she opens her mouth,
she sucks me inside
where it smells like a Thankgiving Day kitchen.
I climb cautiously over a cuspid,
and sip from a slippery saliva gland,
and taste the metalic juice of a kankersore,
and scrape my unshaved face on her tongue
(she gives me a good, wet whack) and
she swallows!
Clinging to her epiglotis
I swing above the dark, humming pil,
enduring alternating squalls of hot and cold.
Then she sneezes me out.
l am mucid and drippy,
but glad to be alive
and in love with her.
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